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Introducing Bartaku

Bartaku is the artist name of Bart Vandeput. He practices the
art of enquiry, exploring light, energy, life forms and their
relationality.* His main interests lie in cognitive ecology,
consciousness studies, neurobiology, energy and the
philosophy of knowing and becoming. Bartaku has a
background in Social Sciences (Lic.), and is self-educated in
the fields of arts, science and drumming.

His work is often process-based, collaborative and situated in
the folds and cracks of formal classifications. It is shaken by
worldviews that embrace the fluidity of the understanding of
being and becoming. Many works evolve from the
entanglement with plants (Agave, Aronia m. Babe) and their
companions. A principle role is played by improvisation, chance
and synchronicity. The end of a work is often the point of departure
that evolves into various pathways. They are expressed via
installations, interventions, happenings, worklabs, talks, writings
and teaching.

Most renowned is Bartaku’s questioning of mankind’s relation
with energy in the “temporary Photoelectric Digestopians” Lab
series, featuring edible solar cells in performative happenings.

Since March 2016 he develops the entanglement with the
Aronia m. BaBe appleberry as a Doctoral candidate at the
Department of Arts, Design and Architecture of Aalto University
(Fin). Since 2017 a collaborative artscience project evolves
entangling light, color, Aronia, and JMW Turner. Besides
producing the art-, science, and artscience works, of particular
interest is the deepening of the understanding of the notion of
transdisciplinarity.

* ´PhoEf: The Undisclosed Poésis of the Photovoltaic Effect’
An inquiry into relationalities between light, electrical 
energy, bodies and matter that is ongoing since 2007.



1 - O N G O I N G
Aronia m. Baroa b. workings. Fused by the entangling with the
Aronia m. berryapple plant and its companions.
2009 - ...



Leaky Light
Mixed media installation. 
Solo exhibition.
SOLU – Helsinki 
Aug. 27– Sept. 26, 2019 

Leaky Light exhibition at SOLU Space consists of a
selection of Bartaku’s recent mixed-media
installations featuring sound art, ceramics, symbiont
bacteria, as well as video, photo and text
documentations.
The works on display shed light on Bartaku’s
deepening entanglement with Baroa (Aronia),, light,
energy and bodies.

Works: Seed Scarification: Serious Taking;_2 ; 
Rapchiy; Leaky Light.

Invited by Bioart Society

Photos: Mari Kaakkola

See review in Helsingin Sanomat newspaper
https://www.hs.fi/kulttuuri/art-2000006237553.html

https://www.hs.fi/kulttuuri/art-2000006237553.html


Seed Scarification: Serious Taking. 
Mixed media installation. 
Led Growth Light; Baroa-seed coated berryapples on a 
string; two separate audio files in loop.
Karlsruhe (Ger). 
Oct. 5-7,  2018.

An LED-plant growth light and the sounds from dripping
Baroa-juice on electronic components, transduced into an
audio track. A second track consists of the recording of a
group of “prepared humans”, producing bone-pressed air-
pipe sounds that emulate the sensation the astringent
berryapple juice produces in the mouth and throat.
Both sound pieces were created as part of the “Aronia
Overture” in 2016.

The work is inspired by seed scarification: a common
technique in indoor plant growth from seed. A protocol that
in the event of Baroa b. involves cold stratification over three
months, mimicking the outdoor condition.

Created for the exhibition of the Tanz der Dinge/Things That
Dance Symposium by the Gesellschaft für Tanzforschung,
Oct. 5-7, 2018. Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe
(Ger).

Concept: Bartaku
Sound: Performed by “The Aronia Overture Unchoir of
Aizpute”; composition: Ruta Vitkauskaite (London); Dripping
Aronia sound by Karl-Heinz Jeron (Berlin).

´Created for exhibition part of Symposium Tanz der
Dinge/Things That Dance.
Curator: Johannes Birringer, Gesellschaft für
Tanzforschung.

A text based on this installation is published in 2019:
- Bartaku. (2019). Seed Scarification: Serious Taking. In:
Birringer, J., Fenger, J. (Eds.), Tanz der Dinge / Things that
Dance. Yearbook of the German Dance Association 2019,
vo. 29. (pp. 193-198). Transcript Verlag. Bielefeld, Germany.



Letter to the Crocodilian Wheat Grain 
Invited Gift Contribution. 
Platåberget, Spitsbergen (Nor).
June 10, 2019.

The Aronia_Bartaku letter engraved on a Bone China Porcelain 
Disk, to a wheat grain that is found in a crocodile. Part of a 
ceremonial burial adjacent to the Svalbard Global Seed Bank as 
part of The Migrant Ecologies Project Seeding Stories: A Guide 
to the Interior of a Salt Water Crocodile. 
https://seeding-stories.org/

Curator: Lucy Davis (photo left), The Migrant Ecologies Project.

Photos The Migrant Ecologies Project

https://seeding-stories.org/


A Gift to the Belgian Prime Minister
Gift Intervention
Design Factory, Otaniemii, Espoo
Feb. 24 –2019

During a gathering of Prime ministers from the Alliance of
Liberals and Democrats for Europe on preventing climate
change. The interventionist gift consisted of an inefficient solar
cell in two of the three colors of the Belgian flag (photo bottom
left), and a sketch of the Belgian territory transformed into a
berryapple plantation. With congratulations to the P.M. of having
become a BelgAronian Plantation P.M.

Bartaku in collaboration with Janne Halme (lecturer) & Pyry
Mäkinen (ass.), Department of Applied Physics, School of
Science, Aalto University

Photos: Mikko Raskinen



Aroniathon I
Intervention
Exhibition OBJEKTI 4
Espoonportti, Espoo
June 14 – Sept. 2, 2018

For the first time the Aroniathon I photo series is shown in its entirety,
at the fourth edition of OBJEKTI. An outdoor exhibition of
contemporary sculpture, installation and environmental art in and
around the center of the town of Espoo (Fin).

The setting for Aroniathon I is the stoney, asfalty, windy environment
of a road and pedestrian/bike zone that passes under the rail tracks of
Espoo train station. The work consists of two parts. Aligning the road,
41 posters of 160cm x 120cm are hung against a granite wall
according to a particular aronia mathematical ratio.

Secondly, in the pedestrian zone, a poster is mounted containing
the 23 photos of the Aronia plantation marathon runner, taken
with imperfect Smema camera.

Curator: Andy Best

Photos: Bartaku



Leaky Light
Installation, mixed media
Exhibition ”Bone China Identity”
Mykolas Žilinskas Art museum, Kaunas (Lit)
June 18 – Aug. 30, 2018
Gallery Akademija, Vilnius (Lit). Sept. 17-29, 2018.
Panevėžys Art Gallery, Panevėžys (Lit). Nov. 9th – Dec. 1st, 2018.

“Leaky Light” consists of three different bone china porcelain
protocols: Rhythm Protocol (4×3)+(1×4; pict.3), Bacterial Aronia
root-symbiont protocol (accidental documentation; pict.4) and
Soviet-lab petri dish paper wrap protocol (pict.2). Three wooden
boards contain in total 23 pieces; some mounted on a metal stick
whilst paper thin pieces are placed on top of LED modules.

Group exhibition (premiere) and symposium, curated by Maris
Grosbahs. Organized by Vilnius Academy of Arts.

Photo: Remigijus Sederevicius
https://bartaku.net/2018/07/17/leaky-light/

https://bartaku.net/2018/07/17/leaky-light/


https://bartaku.net/2018/05/28/sandy-tower-leaky-method/


Troping Turner: Towards Prpl. Vlvt.
Installation, mixed media
Exhibition ”Sustainability Revolutions”
Dipoli, Otaniemi, Espoo (Fin)
May 18 – June 8, 2018

Troping Turner consists of a glass display cabinet, filled with local
soil and a monitor in a dark rectangular space. The cabinet
contains stacked natural dye colored solar cells that are mounted
on top of a LED light box and filtered by the UV version of a JMW
Turner painting. The graphic glass solar cells are framed by a fungi.
A 15inch monitor shows a photo of a fox head, found at the Aronia
m. Babe plantation, Bartaku´s annual Aronia-connection place.

Part of ongoing research on light, energy, color and aestethics with Janne
Halme (School of Physics); Paulo Pinho (School of Electr, Engineering); Merja
Penttilä (School of Chem. Engineering)

Group exhibition curated by Riikka Mäkikoskela and Taneli Tuovinen
Photo: Bartaku

Research project published in the book: Art As We Don’t Know It, Suomen
biotaiteen seura & Aalto-yliopisto, 2020, 279 s.

Book and art work reviewed in Helsingin Sanomat: 
https://www.hs.fi/kulttuuri/art-2000006462761.html

https://www.hs.fi/kulttuuri/art-2000006462761.html


- Pixelache Festival, Helsinki (Fin). Sept. 20 > 25, 2016
- Rapchiy and ´earth minor {3/19, 1/11 (22[33]), 2/29} ft. The Path of
Dormant Seed. A Leaky-Assemblage. With Mirko Nikolic. Radical
Relevances Conference. Aalto University, Espoo (Fin). Apr. 25 > 27, 2018
- Appleing Festival. Serde Arts Center, Aizpute (Lat). Sept. 9, 2017

Ceramic pieces originating from ´hidden´ designs of a brain reading
device. They are revealed during public happenings featuring a non-
functioning Emotiv Epoc, a sheet of paper, a pen, a human head and
one other human. The outline of the device
is traced with pen on the paper that is placed between device and skull.
The resulting sketches are transformed into ceramic pieces using
different techniques, depending on the context.

Top: Revealing hidden design: pen, Emotiv Epoc brainreader, mulberry
paper, head of participant of Festival de la Imagen.
Mid: Ceramics piece based on revealed hidden design sketches, made
at the School of Art, design and Architecture, Aalto University.
Bottom: sketches revealing hidden designs of Emotiv Epoc

Photos: Bartaku



Berry BaBe
Performative happening
Pixelache Festival. (Hel)
Sept. 20 > 25, 2016

The tongue and the Aronia m. Babe berry unite with minerals,
wood and energy. Fused by forgotten and yet unearthed knowing
they engage in an intraspecial ritual.

From the tonguetopological plane, the essence of the Aronia m.
Babe berry comments intimately through the human on the
human race. A constellation Inspired by joyful discussions on
sensing, interpreting, thinking, enacting.

Berry Babe is part of a series of human attempts to assist the
Aronia m. Baroa Belaobara berry in expressing its essence and
relations to its ambient environment.

Top right: brain reader-based plaster mask; Aronia-troped human
tongue text performing.
Bottom: brain reader hidden design-based ceramic pieces.

Curator: Petri Ruikka. In collaboration with Kira O´Reilly and the
students of the MA Ecology and Performance, Theatre Academy,
University of the Arts, Helsinki.

Part of Frontiers in Retreat project, curated by Jenni
Nurmenniemi and Taru Elfving.

Photos: Antti Ahonen



Aronia Overture
The essence of the Aronia Berry in 11 movements.
Performance
Riga White Nights / Cultural Capital
Sept. 6, 2014

Humans & machine in function of Aronia melanocarpa
(Chokeberry) to express its essence and relations to its ambient
environment. The ”Unchoir” members were trained to produce
Aronia-essence sounds by self-strangling technique during a
workshop. The custom made audio device responds to the
dripping of Aronia juice.

Top right: Aronia Choir. 
Bottom: Aronia Metabolism expressed via custom audio device at 
Q-O2 Winter Festival, Brussels (BE). Dec. 04-07, 2014

Curated by Serde Arts Center (Lat).  In collaboration with Ruta 
Vitkauskaite (Composer/musician - Lon/Vil) and Karl-Heinz 
Jeron (sound artist – Ber). Fused by Aronia Melanocarpa. 
Partners: Arts Center Serde (Lat; as part of frontiersinretreat.org 
EU Culture project) and workspace for experimental sound art 
and music QO2, Bru/BE).

Photos: Serde & K.H.: Jeron   



2 - P R E V I O U S
Nube De Oro – The communicative and energetic properties of the Agave plant and its ecology.
2011 - 2014



H O O P G A S
Installation/Lab
Natlab / Baltanlaboratories, Eindhoven (Hol). 
Dec. 10, 2013 > Jan 18, 2014 

Installlation as part of artistic research in public investigating the
role of plant hormone ethylene – in this case from bananas- plays
in relation with the Agave sansevieria species.

Top right: Bananas with ethylene sensor in glass vessel; Agave 
sansevieria; banana peel ”leather”.
Bottom: Banana “donateur” with peel posing in the installation..

Developed in collaboration with Baltanlaboraties (baltanlabs.org),
and Holst Research Center ; (Eindhoven, Hol) and Flanders
Center for Postharvest Technology. Funded by Creative Industries
Fund NL. EU Culture as part of TechnoEcologies project.
Photos: Bartaku



Nube de Oro.
Installation.
Ethnobotanicl Garden,Oaxaca (Mex)
Nov 25, 2012 > Jan. 23, 2013.

Installation with glass sculptures (left and bottom left), a mini plotter,
micro controller and custom made natural dye based glass solar cells (top
right; mid-bottom). Work over time inspired by -and interwoven with- the
life system of the agave plant and its subtle energetic and communicative
properties.

Part of "Fiesta de Maiz y Maguey” group exhibition. Premiere; Curated by
Performing Pictures (Stockholm), Transdisciplinary Lab Fo.AM and
Laboratory for Contemporary Art Nadine (Bru).

In collaboration with glass studio Xaquixe (Oax). Part of the ´European
Initiative for Transformative Cultures project´, connecting European and
Mexican artists and crafts people. In the period 2013 > 2016. Funded by
the EU Culture Program.

Photos: Christian Thornton



Hotel Resilients
Installation
Hotel Le Berger, Brussels
March 23, 2013

Detail of installation in hotel room. Canvasses with imprints made
whilst making digestopians at tPED Labs. Flanked by laser cut
linnen vessels based upon traditional flax cutting farmer´s tool. In
collaboration with Carole Collet.

Part of group exhibition showing a curated overview of installation
and performance that prototype possible futures as artistic
explorations in living and working environments. Ending event of
the Resilients project. Curated by Transdisciplinary Lab Fo.AM
and Nadine, Laboratory for Contemporary Arts (Bru). Funded by
EU Culture Program.
Photo: Ely Dagher



temporary PhotoElectric Digestopian Labs
Various events and locations in Europe since 2010

On Oct. 21st 2010 Bartaku made the first digestible solar cell
called a ‘temporary PhotoElectric Digestopian (tPED)’ – highly
inefficient and volatile. A ‘leaky loop’ system that developed
further in the public co-creation based tPED Lab Series: a 'table
landscape' in which the ‘audience’ slowly makes digestopians
with a final test moment on the tongue: disabling speech,
capturing transformation in the face whilst the sun’s light on the
heliotropic tongues is transformed into subtle electric ticklings.
The tPEDs are a lubricant for commenting on mankinds relation
with energy. With 14 tpED Labs, over 400 portraits of
transformed faces and tPEDs have been made, following an
evolving protocol featuring assisted tPED making, and reciprocal
sticking out of tongue towards the Sun for muted testing.

Scenes from Edible Alchemy / Table Landscape. 
Central St. Martins College for Arts and Design, London Arts 
University.. In collaboration with the students of the Future 
Textiles Deprtmnt. and Carole Collet (course leader). Part of the 
Resilients project, funded by EU Culture. Program.
Apr. 18-25, 2012 

Top left: Making tPEDs
Top right: detail of a tPED on a laser cut recipient made of linen.
Bottom: Measuring electricity on from tPED on tongue.
Photos: mischahaller.com



tPED #6. Part of 'MakerLab Finland' (Pixelache). Curated by Juha 
Huuskonen. DMY Design Festival Berlin. June 2 & 3, 2011.

Lab participant with tPED on tongue whilst multimeter measuring 
voltage.  
Photo: Bartaku



Phoefarium
Installation & Lab
Halikonlahti III exhibition. Salo Art Museum
Aug. - October 2011.

Contains sketches, video, left-over plant-based solar cells,
photographs and a tPED Lab #7. All fragments of Bartaku’s
artistic research driven narrative “PhoEf: the undisclosed poésis of
the photovoltaic effect’: on the entanglement of light, energy,
bodies and matter.

Produced by Salo Art Museum and the Sunny Future group.
Curators: Tuula Nikulainen and Ulla Taipale.
Photos: Bartaku



North

South

A Slow Flow
Residency, Workshop and Installation
Periferry, Brahmaputra river, Guwahati, Assam (IN) 
Dec. 09>Feb. 15, 2010

An installation and plant-based solar cell workshop, inspired by
-and commenting on- the energy of the Brahmaputra river and the
Periferry: a petrol icon, sans petrol afloat on the river.

Featuring a plant spiral for solar cell dye producing plants placed
on top of the ferries´steering hut, pushed above Guwahati citie’s
boulevard´s at high water; a water filtering system, a ´heliotropic
ear cleaning´ video, and a ´semi-functional solar panel and solar
powered audio (voice). The bamboo plant spiral moved towards
and away from the city on the rythm of the rains from Feb. 2010 till
end 2012.

Curated by Desire Machine Collective (IN). In collaboration with
engineer-designer Kiran Gangadharan (IN) and Guwa-hati
Bamboo Craft Center (IN). Supported by the Flemish Cultural
Authorities.
Photos: Sonal Jain, Desire Machine Collective



Contact:

Bartaku (Bart H.M. Vandeput)
+358 (0)50 30 76 900
Skype: Bartaku
bart.vandeput@aalto.fi

Webpages
https://research.aalto.fi/en/persons/bart-vandeput-bartaku
www.bartaku.net
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